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Rebecca Gibney kisses her Gold Logie. Picture: PENNY STEPHENS, The Age (1/2) 
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GOLD Logie winner Rebecca Gibney confirmed what generations of women have 

always known - a good butcher is the secret of success. On Sunday night, to an 

audience of 1.7 million viewers, Ms Gibney used her Gold Logie acceptance speech 

to thank, among others, her local Exeter butchers Nigel Birrell and Dean Hinds. 

Nigel's Gourmet on Tamar (who we are reliably informed delivers "more than meats 

the eye") can now confidently say they are "butchers to the stars". Gibney and her 

production designer husband Richard Bell have made no secret of their love for the 

Tamar Valley since they moved to Tasmania from Sydney four years ago. But on 

Sunday night Gibney delivered the free plug of the year when she thanked the boys 

at Exeter. "I couldn't believe it. I was watching the Logies and she thanked her 

Tassie butchers at Exeter," Nigel said. While Nigel and Dean won't be presenting 

Gibney with their own "golden chop", they did spend most of yesterday developing a 

new product in her honour - Gibney's Gold. "It is a tender chicken breast fillet, filled 

with smoked salmon and camembert cheese and wrapped in filo pastry," Nigel said. 

And, he said, like the Tamar Valley, "it's filled with the best of everything". Late last 

week Gibney gave them another free plug, on radio. "She said that Harold off 

Neighbours (also a contender in the Gold Logie stakes) had the British rugby team's 
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support, but she had us, her butchers at Exeter," Nigel said. Without giving away too 

much detail on Gibney's meat-eating habits, Nigel did hint that she was partial to his 

tender chicken fillet while her husband was a pork sausage kind of guy. "And they 

like our leg ham off the bone," Nigel said. 

 


